Plasma proteome analysis in diet-induced obesity-prone and obesity-resistant rats.
One of the major issues in the field of obesity is why some humans become obese and others resist development of obesity when exposed to high-calorie diets. Despite the same genetic background, namely obesity-prone (OP) and -resistant (OR) rats, differing responses have been demonstrated in a high fat diet-induced rodent model. The aim of the present study was to discover novel obesity-related biomarkers for susceptibility and/or resistance to obesity by proteomic analysis of OP and OR rat plasma. After feeding of high fat diet, OP rats gained approximately 25% more body weight than OR rats and were used for proteomic analysis using 2-DE combined with MALDI-TOF-MS. We categorized identified proteins into three groups by analysis of both average spot density in each group and individual spot density of six rats as a function of body weight. Consequently, category (1) included inter-α-inhibitor H4 heavy chain and fetuin B precursor, which can be used as novel plasma biomarkers for risk of obesity. Nine proteins of category (2) and (3) can also be plausible plasma markers in the study of obesity. This proteomic study is an important advancement over the previous steps needed for identification of OP and OR rats.